
DELUSIONAL

Images out of nowhere



Place

Avatar provides a world where the signs are simple, only if  it was so simple, the signs 
on Earth are complex and can take centuries to decipher and the retribution is slow 
but exact. The creation of  Pandora makes a complex ecosystem that gives clear signs. 
Earth has not been excused for being subtle, trees don't light up like it is  Christmas or 
a shopping mall. They silently grow and have the utmost subtlety. This is life not 
fantasy, life on Earth has taken many forms and is always open to expansion and 
extinction, preservation is crucial and that is the real test. Preservation is not 
subservience or mastery but a solution in itself  within a planet that changes through 
our interaction with it. It is important to modify your actions if  they will have an 
effect on your ability to survive or you can just hope for the best which is what the 
character Jake Sully does. Is this the real message? Just go for broke and it will be all 
ok? Take a chance? Throw the dice?

To survive on Earth is hard especially when your being bombarded by microwaves 
and the humble cockroach made it through and shows no signs of  going away. The 
fact that it is ugly should only make us more cautious at how unforgiving the Earth 
can be. Of  course the window for humanity is only so big and if  we can work on 
preservation without dealing ourselves a bad hand then we have done well. The 
Australian Aborigines managed to live within the natural world without disturbing it 
too much and they survived but of  course colonisation and dehumanisation have 
fragmented and eroded their traditional way of  life and wisdom. They are not going 
back to their traditional ways at least not as they had previously as they would have to 
start again in a new situation and most of  their knowledge has been lost. Not all of  it 
mind you has been lost but the trajectory has been changed and thus fragmented. 
The idea that these lost forms of  knowledge can be found again doesn't give the Earth 
much room for dynamism and inevitable adjustments. This idea of  a pure knowledge 
is debunked but the idea is to preserve and adjust as need be and not disregard 
different forms of  knowledge that enhance survival. Besides making a fantastic 
assumption about the form that life can take we need to understand the importance of 
survival and any knowledge that advances the cause is good. Of  course to treat 
knowledge as some kind of  repository for survival is creating knowledge into a 
resource which it is not. The point is the Earth is a complex life form and we need to 
survive and knowledge that can be open to survival and complexity can't be ignored 
at least not for long as new problems present themselves and we need to solve them.

Avatar makes the point of  disregard obvious but fantasises the nature of  life into a 
disco light fantasy with ferocious creatures and a physical link is emphasised to make 
us see this link which helps get the story across and maybe just maybe our own Earth 
and its subtle nature will be highlighted. Knowledge takes many forms and they are 
not formed in primitive stages or whatever stage but are abstracted and expressed to 
enhance survival on Earth. People forget that is where they are, "Gentlemen you're no 
longer in Kansas".



Figure

If  only I knew or understood. The figure was real they were wandering in the 
darkness sleeping by day. The neighbour was not to be trusted they had to do what 
they had to do. It was a matter of  survival. The figure had to live somewhere, they 
were verbally transported to the underworld and they were to build. A bikie gang 
making amphetamines somewhere ready to poison children in order to survive. A job 
at a supermarket was too much to bare they needed real money real weapons enough 
to be entrepreneurs. What about the real person surely they could survive on a wage? 
Never, not in this day and age a wage wouldn't pay your rent you have to sell yourself  
sell your altruism sell your love to the thrill taker. Even when a wage was survivable 
why did they peddle their wares then? Because you can never have enough and there 
is always a good excuse ready to make a packet of  money, "I just had to do it". My 
neighbour wanted a high they wanted to pay less for goods with no warranty you 
never know when you need an electric toothbrush made from pure gold. Why you 
swimming in shit then Mr Versace lover? Nobody had any answers besides the usual 
ones, the real problem was nobody was asking the good questions. Its the suburbs 
where they sleep selling ice, they are driving their kids to school they are right under 
your nose the darkness is there right in the mall its the elephant in the room a ten foot 
giant ready to step on you.



Blood

The character walks by night, we never see his face. It makes you wonder if  he is real. 
The face gives everything away. It holds you and you use it to focus, to find a point to 
locate a relationship. This face is never there so there is no dialogue other than you 
watching. He is focused looking away, even when the camera is noticed he hides. What 
is he hiding from? Rejection? Knowledge? His victim? His oppressor? Maybe he hides 
away in shadows in the night to conjure up a dark power like a witch doctor. Maybe he 
hides to evoke curiosity or fear. If  you see him is it best not to know? If  you knew would 
the light illuminate him as the mask falls away and a naked face comes to view? What 
of  the mystery? What of  not knowing, of  seeing the dark shadows envelop the stalking 
dark figure playing with shadows. Cutting with fear with the power of  remaining 
unknown, a figment of  your imagination something that can't be touched but felt with 
blade where only pain is the message the loss of  blood the force of  a needle the 
hemorrhage of  blood the loss of  consciousness. A place where ownership is not 
negotiated or agreed upon but taken by a blunt force. Where anything is possible but 
never any different where wealth slips away and poverty reaches in taking everything 
away. Where the perpetrator is the victim and the victim a criminal who will never 
have to answer for his crimes. Not to say the relationship is not full of  benefits they sit 
under the one roof, they know they exist but never feel they will meet until they do and 
the answer is forced out even though there is no question. It is never a question of  rich 
or poor as both have means. The banker wears the hood, he waits in the shadows. He 
takes your power away momentarily leaving you empty until you are out of  his power 
and ready to accumulate. He wears the hood to hide an identity and to create an 
identity, it makes you wonder if  any of  this is real.



Listen

we ignore you
we continue to ignore 
either driveling praise or ignorance
we wait for a change
like you were a wind

just another push
another intervention
another apology
Earth we ignore and you too
you know what we don't want to know

No job, no acceptance
a look of  concern
"you can't do that"
"you can't"
you did you do

what am I but another man
another assimilator
driveling more bullshit
in your ear
assuming someone is listening



Real

The park was the only open space with a lead sky bending the ground with it's weight,
We all moved through the tagged door,
The hall smelt of  piss while televisions made a meaningless chorus.
We all had something better to do but couldn't be bothered doing it.
 The bong got passed around we had a laugh followed by silence.

We found ourselves at that Christian group again,
Not the bible, never the bible it gave us a place to exist within
Maybe a big pair of  arms would come out of  the sky and cuddle us.
Get a job, I have one already I just need a sad story to tell someone.
Hey keep listening, it's a movie, it's amazing, someone gets lucky at the end.

They realise something and then something happens, it gets a bit boring after that.
They get so bored they get addicted to ice and then their life is interesting again.
Some well meaning people get robbed by them while helping them out
It's addictive, a shot of  dopamine, pain is real and it is a cathartic moment.

The piss is real, I swear it's piss, amazing piss



Observed

Dry grass shrub wind
Concrete a slab
The weight of  the sky lay heavy
The silver rock
Parched red green ground

Stained by the dirt
Sharp shadowed units
Cut rock
The wind hard
A broken tin fence
Snapped harness swings

A hard fence crossing the view
Another fence to make sure
Other places not quite sure
Keep out
Don't even try



 


